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Abstrat
The entral idea advoated in this paper is that forming the blak hole horizon is
attended with transition from the lassial regime of evolution to the quantum one.
We justify the following riterion for disriminating between the lassial and the
quantum: spontaneous reations and annihilations of partile-antipartile pairs are
impossible in the lassial world but possible in the quantum world. We show that
it is suient to hange the overall sign of the spaetime signature in the lassial
piture of eld propagation for it to be treated as its assoiated quantum piture.
To desribe a self-gravitating objet at the last stage of its lassial evolution, we
propose to use the FoldyWouthuysen representation of the Dira equation in urved
spaetimes, and the Gozzi lassial path integral. In both approahes, maintaining
the dynamis in the lassial regime is ontrolled by supersymmetry.
1 Introdution
The existene of blak holes is one of the most intriguing preditions of general relativity
(for a review see, e.g., [1, 2℄). A blak hole is dened as a region of spaetime from behind
whih it is impossible to esape to the future null innity I+ without exeeding the speed
of light. This region is invisible to distant observers. There is a boundary, alled the event
horizon, between an exterior region, where it is possible for signals to reah innity, and
the interior region, where signals remain trapped. Astrophysial blak holes are assumed
to arise as the nal states of stellar evolution of suiently massive stars.
The formation of a blak hole resembles a phase transition in ondensed matter physis.
The approah to blak-hole states ours fairly quikly. For a Shwarzshild blak hole,
the time sale for this approah is estimated at
τ =
c
κ
=
2rS
c
, (1)
where κ is the surfae gravity κ = c4/(4GM), and rS = 2GM/c
2
is the Shwarzshild
radius. Numerially, τ ≃ 2 · 10−5(M/M⊙) s, where M⊙ is the mass of the Sun. If
M ∼M⊙, then τ ∼ 10−5 s.
The energy ontent of the system in the initial state diers signiantly from that in
the nal state. To see this, we refer to the Penrose proess for extrating energy from a
rotaing and/or harged blak hole. For the KerrNewman metri,
M2 =
(
Mirr +
Q2
4GMirr
)2
+
J2
4G2M2irr
, (2)
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whereM is the total mass of the blak hole, andMirr is its irreversible mass. The maximum
amount of rotational energy whih an be extrated from an extreme Kerr blak hole prior
to slowing down its rotation is approximately 29% of its total energy. Furthermore, about
50% an be stored in the form of eletromagneti energy. By ontrast, only few perent
of nulear binding energy an be emitted by stars throughout their lifetimes.
This transition entails a profound symmetry rearrangement. By the `no hair theorems'
[3, 4℄, eah isolated, stationary blak hole is ompletely desribed by three parameters:
its mass M , angular momentum J , and eletri harge Q. Whatever the struture of a
star whih ollapses under its own gravitational eld, the exterior of the resulting blak
hole is desribed by a KerrNewman solution. In other words, all initial symmetries of
the ollapsing system and their assoiated onservation laws, exept for M , J , and Q,
disappear in the ultimate blak-hole state.
An appreiable distintion between this phenomenon and ordinary phase transitions
lies in its irreversibility. One onverted into a blak hole, the system an never regain
its previous state.
What is the nature of this phase transition? If we take as our basi paradigm a
ollapsing star whih settles down to a stationary blak hole, then a plausible assumption
is that forming the blak hole horizon is a transition between the lassial
and quantum regimes of evolution. Indeed, the initial inarnation of this system is
denitely lassial. On the other hand, the resulting blak hole is a quantum objet. Any
blak hole evaporates due to Hawking radiation. [5, 6℄. We now refer to the spontaneous
reation of partile-antipartile pairs in a strong gravitational eld near the blak hole
horizon. One member of a virtual pair an fall into the blak hole while its partner esapes
to innity. We reognize Hawking radiation in these proesses of pair reation and the
subsequent partile esaping.
Aording to the HawkingPenrose singularity theorems [7℄, the ollapse terminates
in a singularity (big runh) where the urvature is innite and the lassial onepts of
spae and time lose their meaning. However, quantum-gravitational eets are expeted
to be dominant as one approahes the Plank sale ℓP =
√
G~/c3 ≃ 1.6 ·10−33 m. Taking
into aount the impat of trans-Plankian modes radiated outward from the enter, one
an infer that the interior of the blak hole is governed by the laws of quantum physis.
Therefore, a ollapsing system runs through two phases. The initial phase, before the
blak hole has formed, may be dened as lassial, while the nal phase, after the hole
has formed, may be dened as quantum.
This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2 we obtain two riteria for disriminating
between the lassial and the quantum. We then argue that the blak hole horizon is
just the geometrial layout required to interfae the lassial and quantum realms. To
take a loser look at this demaration, we should have a general strategy together with
suitable tehniques. In Se. 3 we briey review the FoldyWouthuysen approah to the
desription of a Dira partile, whih provides a onvenient representation of the lassial
regime of evolution. We will see that the FoldyWouthuysen transformation is possible
in some urved spaetimes with stationary geometries, speially in the Shwarzshild
manifold. Furthermore, the feasibility of an exat FoldyWouthuysen transformation for
a given system turns out to be related to the existene of the supersymmetry properties
of this system. In Se. 4 we outline the lassial path integral onept. We demonstrate
that the lassial path integral an be obtained from the Feynman path integral if we
hange time t for the `supertime' (t, θ, θ¯), and the phase spae oordinates q and p for
the super-phase spae oordinates Q and P . This struture of the lassial path integral
2
makes it lear that the lassialquantum phase transition is attended with supersymmety
violation. Setion 5 summarizes our disussion.
2 The lassial and the quantum
What is the dierene between the lassial and quantum views of the same dynamial
entity? We address this question by omparing the properties of partiles and elds in
the lassial and quantum desriptions. A onvenient framework bringing together the
lassial and quantum treatments is provided by the path integral approah.
Let us begin with partiles. A quantum-mehanial partile an be desribed by the
Feynman path integral
K(zf , T |zi, 0) =
∫
[Dq] exp
[
i
~
∫ T
0
dt L(q, q′)
]
. (3)
Here, [Dq] means integration is to be arried out in the spae of all paths from zi(0) to
zf(T ).
Whatever the kind of the world line zµ(τ) passing through the points xµ = (0, zi)
and xµ = (T, zf) (as in Figure 1), it makes a ontribution to the Feynman path integral
provided that the Lagrangian L is real, and expression (3) is well dened for this path.
✻
time
xµ = (T, zf)
xµ = (0, zi)
•
•
Figure 1: World lines ontributing to the Feynman path integral
To illustrate, the PoinarePlank Lagrangian
L = −m
√
z˙2 (4)
is real and nite only for timelike paths. If zµ(τ) is a null urve, then L = 0. If zµ(τ) is
spaelike, then L is omplex-valued. Sine the imaginary part of L an take both positive
and negative values, expression (3) is ill-dened. By ontrast, the Lagrangian proposed
by BrinkDeserZuminoDi VehiaHowe [8℄
L = −1
2
(
η z˙2 +
m2
η
)
(5)
is real and nite for timelike, null, and spaelike urves. Here η is an auxiliary dynamial
variable, sometimes alled einbein.
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We now look at Λ- and V -shaped world lines. Let a partile be moving along a timelike
world line from the remote past to the future up to the point A, and then returns to the
remote past. This Λ-shaped world line of a single partile an be interpreted as that
representing the annihilation of a pair that ours at a point A, beause the antipartile
of this partile may be thought of as an objet idential to it in every respet but moving
bak in time. Likewise, given a V -shaped world line of a single partile that runs initially
✻
❄
•
A
✻
❄
•
B
Figure 2: Λ- and V -shaped paths
from the far future to the past up to the point B and then returns to the far future, we
interpret it as that representing the birth of a pair ourring at a point B. Any Λ- or
V -shaped world line passing through the hosen end points (0, zi) and (T, zf) ontributes
to the Feynman path integral (3). The quantum desription leaves room for both partiles
and antipartiles together with their reations and annihilations.
On the other hand, lassial partiles are governed by the priniple of least ation. This
priniple an be formulated for smooth timelike and null world lines. However, it dees
unambiguous formulation for V - and Λ-shaped world lines. Indeed, onsider a spaelike
hyperplane whih represents spae at some instant in a partiular Lorentz frame. This
hyperplane intersets a Λ-shaped urve twie, otherwise it fails to interset this urve at
all. The same is true for V -shaped urves. Thus, although the lassial piture allows the
oexistene of partiles and antipartiles, reations and annihilations of pairs, represented
by V - and Λ-shaped world lines, are banned [9℄.
Therein lies the fundamental dierene between the quantum and lassial viewpoints
on partiles: spontaneous reations and annihilations of pairs are permissible in
the quantum reality and impermissible in the lassial reality
2
.
Hawking radiation, assoiated with the pair reation in a strong gravitational eld
near the blak hole horizon, is a harateristially quantum phenomenon.
We now turn to elds. Having in mind the path integral approah, the key dierene
between the lassial and quantum manifestations of the same eld is due to the dierent
boundary onditions imposed on their propagation laws. To be spei, onsider a massles
salar eld. The Fourier transform of the retarded Green's funtion
D˜ret(k) = − 1
k2 + 2ik0ǫ
=
1
k2 − (k0 + iǫ)2 (6)
2
It may be worth pointing out that behind this riterion is the fat that quantum theory gets by with
a well dened ation (appearing in the Feynman path integral) while lassial theory requires additionally
that the ation be suited to its extremization following Hamilton's priniple.
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gives an aurate aount of how this eld propagates in lassial theory. If the integration
over the variable κ = |k| is arried out rst3, then the poles at
κ = ±
√
k20 ± iǫ (7)
are avoided by the path depited in the left plot of Figure 3. Indeed, the pole with the
positive real part lies above the integration path and the pole with the negative real part
lies under the path. If the poles approah the real axis, the integration path should be
slightly deformed to form the urve Cret in the omplex κ-plane.
The propagation of a free massles eld in quantum theory is desribed by the Feynman
propagator
D˜F (k) = − 1
k2 + iǫ
, (8)
whih obeys the ausal boundary ondition. It follows the presription for avoiding the
poles
ω = ±
√
k2 ∓ iǫ, (9)
where ω denotes k0. The integration ontour CF in the omplex ω-plane is depited in
the right plot of Figure 3. Exat propagators of interating quantum elds are given by
the spetral KallenLehmann representation obeying the same boundary ondition.
✲
✲
✲•
✻ ✻
−
√
k20
√
k20 −
√
k2
√
k2
Cret CF
κ-plane
✲
✛
✛
✲
✲•
ω-plane
✲
✲
✲✲
✲
✲ • •
Figure 3: The integration ontours Cret and CF suitable for D˜ret and D˜F
In order to bridge the gap between the retarded and ausal boundary onditions, we
`eulideanize' both desriptions.
Assuming that the integrand dereases suiently fast as κ approahes innity, it
is possible to rotate the path of integration Cret in a lokwise diretion by pi2 in the
omplex κ-plane without rossing the poles, as in left plot of Figure 3. This operation,
the analytial ontinuation to imaginary values of the omplex κ-plane, is similar to the
Wik rotation. Introduing a new variable K = ik makes the length squared of kµ positive
denite:
k2E = k
2
0 +K
2. (10)
The analytial ontinuation of the spae variables to the imaginary axes
X = ix, (11)
performed together with the analytial ontinuation in k-spae, introdues the Eulidean
metri
dx2E = dx
2
0 + dX
2. (12)
3
We suppose that angular variables, if any, have already been integrated out, and that the resulting
expression an be uniquely ontinued to the negative κ-semiaxis.
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On the other hand, if we arry out the Wik rotation of the path of integration CF
in a ounterlokwise diretion by
pi
2
in the omplex ω-plane without rossing the poles,
as in right plot of Figure 3, whih is equivalent to introduing k4 = ik0, then the length
squared of kµ beomes negative denite:
k2E = −
(
k24 + k
2
)
. (13)
The analytial ontinuation of the time variable to the imaginary axis
x4 = −ix0, (14)
performed together with the Wik rotation, introdues the Eulidean metri
dx2E = −
(
dx24 + dx
2
)
. (15)
We thus see that it is suient to hange the overall sign of the spaetime
signature in the lassial desription of eld propagation for it to be treated as
the quantum desription of eld propagation. Indeed, two Lorentzian metris with
opposite signatures an always be analytially ontinued to two Eulidean line elements
of opposite sign, suh as those shown in (12) and (15).
Taken alone, the overall sign of the Lorentzian metri is of no partiular importane,
its hoie is a matter of onvention. In fat, the HEP theorists prefer the mainly negative
signature (+ − −−), while the relativists like the mainly positive signature (− + ++).
However, if this overall sign is hanged as one passes from some region of spaetime to a
ontiguous region, then this hange of sign is evidene of swithing between the lassial
and quantum regimes of eld propagation.
Suh is the ase for the ontiguous regions inside and outside the event horizon of a
blak hole. As the simplest example, we refer to the Shwarzshild metri desribing an
isolated spherially symmetri stationary blak hole
ds2 =
(
1− rS
r
)
dt2 −
(
1− rS
r
)−1
dr2 − r2dΩ. (16)
Here, dΩ is the round metri in S2, and rS = 2GM/c
2
is the Shwarzshild radius whih
represents the event horizon of this blak hole. In the Shwarzshild exterior r > rS,
the Killing vetor eld X = ∂t is interpreted as the asymptoti time translation. In the
Shwarzshild interior r < rS, r is a time oordinate, and the integral lines of the vetor
eld X = ∂r are inomplete timelike geodesis whih terminate at r = 0. One the
Eulideanization has been performed, the regions inside and outside the boundary r = rS
take the Eulidean metris of the type of (12) and (15), respetively. The question now
arises of what happens to the physial reality at the surfae of the ollapsing star when
the Shwarzshild radius r = rS is rossed. Does the lassial piture give way to the
quantum piture, say, all ats whih populate this star beome Shrodinger's ats?
It is well known that the surfae r = rS is loally perfetly regular. The singularity
at r = rS is a mere oordinate singularity in the original Shwarzshild oordinate frame.
In some other oordinates (suh as KruskalSzekeres oordinates), the metri is smooth
at r = rS. When rossing r = rS, an observer on the surfae of a ollapsing star will
feel no geometrial and dynamial jumps. However, globally, r = rS ats as a pont of
no return. Furthermore, every light one tilts over at this point, so that the roles of t
and r are interhangedno matter what the oordinate frame is used. Therefore, the
6
phase transition related to forming the Shwarzshild blak hole should be viewed as a
global onept: the entire spaetime must be known before its existene and form an be
determined.
Consider a rotating blak hole. The Kerr metri in BoyerLindquist oordinates reads
ds2 =
∆− a2 sin2 ϑ
Σ
dt2 +
2a sin2 ϑ (r2 + a2 −∆)
Σ
dt dϕ
−(r
2 + a2)
2 −∆ a2 sin2 ϑ
Σ
sin2 ϑ dϕ2 − Σ
∆
dr2 − Σ dϑ2, (17)
where Σ = r2+ a2 cos2 ϑ, ∆ = r2 + a2− 2GMr/c2. If 0 ≤ a < GM/c2, then there are two
distint event horizons at r = r± where r± are the roots of ∆ = 0,
∆ = r2 + a2 − 2GMr
c2
= (1− r−) (1− r+) = 0. (18)
If a = GM/c2, then there is a single event horizon. If a > GM/c2, then the event horizon
is nonexistent, and the urvature singularity is bare.
Thus, the analysis beomes more involved when the blak hole rotation is inorporated.
Things get worse in partiular beause there is no known expliit solution with rotating
matter whose nal state is desribed by a stationary geometry with the Kerr metri.
Let us now pass over harged blak holes desribed by the ReissnerNordstrom and
KerrNewman solutions. Despite further tehnial subtleties, the major onlusion that
suh objets are suitable to studying a lassial-quantum phase transition still stands.
We lose this setion by noting that a blak hole horizon shows a lear demaration
boundary between spaetime regions haraterized by opposite signatures. It seems likely
that this geometrial layout, if it exists, is the only opportunity for interfaing
the lassial and the quantum.
3 The FoldyWouthuysen piture
A onvenient framework for analyzing the lassial and quantum regimes of evolution
from a unied perspetive is provided by the Dira equation. Foldy and Wouthuysen [10℄
found a unitary transformation whih diagonalizes the free Dira Hamiltonian H0 with
respet to positive and negative energies,
U−1FWH0UFW =
(√−∇2 +m2 0
0 −√−∇2 +m2
)
= β |H0|. (19)
From here on we will use the natural system of units in whih c = 1 and ~ = 1. The
standard representation of Dira matries is assumed,
αi =
(
0 σi
σi 0
)
, β =
(
I 0
0 −I
)
, (20)
where I is the 2× 2 unit matrix, and σi are Pauli matries.
Following the onventional interpretation, we onsider positive energy states as those
attributed to a Dira partile, while states of negative energy are those attributed to its
antipartile. Thus, the free Dira equation
i
∂
∂t
ψ = [i (~α · ∇) + βm]ψ (21)
7
is unitarily equivalent to a pair of two-omponent equations
i
∂
∂t
χ = β
√
−∇2 +m2 χ. (22)
An important point is that a separation of positive- and negative-energy states is
still possible in the presene of an external time-independent magneti eld of arbitrary
strength B. Case [11℄ obtained a losed form for the FoldyWouthuysen transformation
of the Dira equation into
i
∂
∂t
χ = β
√
(i∇− eA)2 − e (~σ ·B) +m2 χ, (23)
where A is the vetor potential of this eld, B = curlA. The energy gap of the Dira sea
is not penetrated in the onstant magneti eld beause this eld leaves the energy of the
Dira partile unhanged.
However, the separation is not possible with time-dependent eletromagneti elds
and salar potentials; the positive- and negative-energy solutions may mix when the
interation is suiently strong (a general review of these and related problems an be
found in [12℄[14℄). The energy gap of the Dira sea is no longer insuperable. Creations
and annihilations are made possible.
We interpret these fats by saying that a Dira partile manifests itself as a lassial
entity in the ase that the Hamiltonian an be diagonalized with respet to positive and
negative energies.
Is it possible to transform the Dira equation in a urved spaetime to the Foldy
Wouthuysen form? Obukhov [15℄ showed that an exat FoldyWouthuysen transformation
UFW an be written for stationary metris
ds2 = V 2(r) dt2 −W 2(r) dr2, (24)
where V and W are arbitrary funtions of spatial oordinates r = (x, y, z). Shwarzshild
geometry is a partiular ase of (24). When employing isotropi oordinates, the metri
(16) takes the form (24) with
V =
(
1− rS
4r
)(
1 +
rS
4r
)−1
, W =
(
1 +
rS
4r
)2
. (25)
To be more spei, we reall that Dira partiles in urved bakgrounds are governed
by the ovariant Dira equation (
iγαˆDαˆ −m
)
ψ = 0. (26)
Here, Dα is the spinor ovariant derivative
Dαˆ = e
µ
αˆ
(
Dµ +
1
4
Γµ
)
, (27)
with the gravitational gauge potential Γµ =
1
4
[γαˆ, γβˆ] γαˆβˆγˆ e
γˆ
µ and the Rii rotation
oeients γαˆβˆγˆ = e
µ
αˆ eβˆµ;ν e
ν
γˆ . If (26) an be brought into the form
i
∂ψ
∂t
= Hψ (28)
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with
H = βm− i
2
[(~α · ∇)F + F (~α · ∇)] , F = V
W
, (29)
then there is a unitary transformation HFW = UFWHU
†
FW suh that
HFW =
1
2
(√
H¯2 + β
√
H¯2β
)
+
1
2
(√
H¯2 − β
√
H¯2β
)
γ5β, (30)
H¯2 = m2V 2 − F ∇2 F + 1
2
F (∇~f)− 1
4
~f 2 − i F ~Σ ·
[
~f ×∇− γ5βm ~φ
]
. (31)
Here,
~Σ is the spin matrix ~Σ = 1
2
i ~γ × ~γ, and ~f = ∇F , ~φ = ∇V .
A remarkable fat is that the feasibility of an exat FoldyWouthuysen transformation
is another way of stating that the system enjoys the property of supersymmetry [16℄. The
origin of the FoldyWouthuysen piture for a Dira partile in an external eletromagneti
eld is related to the existene of a superharge. If the Dira sea is stable, then the
positive- and negative-energy solutions are supersymmetri partners of eah other. On
the other hand, when the supersymmetry is broken, it is impossible to obtain an exat
blok-diagonalized Hamiltonian for this system.
These ndings an be extended to urved spaetimes [17℄. A superharge an be
onstruted for a relatively wide lass of stationary metris, inluding that dened in (24).
The FoldyWouthuysen transformed Hamiltonian HFW is proportional to the square root
of the super-Hamiltonian
HFW = β
√
Q2. (32)
For the metri (24),
Q =
1
2
{~α · p, F}+ JV. (33)
Here, J is the involution operator J = iγ5β (a Hermitian and unitary operator, J
† = J ,
JJ† = 1, whih antiommutes with both the Hamiltonian and the β matrix, JH+HJ = 0,
Jβ + βJ = 0).
We now ome to the following problem. Consider a self-gravitating Dira eld ψ whih
arranges itself into a spherially symmetri ollapsing wave paket. Let the total mass
of the wave paket be equal to M , the parameter whih enters in the denition of the
Shwarzshild radius rS. Before a blak hole state settles down, the ψ is assumed to
model an astrophysial ollapsing objet in the Shwarzshild spaetime. Our interest
here is with the `last stage' of evolution of the wave paket just before its shrinking
down to below the horizon. At this stage, the ψ is governed by the diagonalized Foldy
Wouthuysen Hamiltonian (30). It would be desirable to have an exat solution to this
problem. Perhaps this solution will exhibit a singular point after whih this lassial
regime of evolution is no longer valid. Note that this singularity is just the point in whih
the supersymmetry must be violated.
Of ourse a similar disussion of rotating spaetimes, say, based on the Kerr geometry,
would be highly desirable. This would provide insight into the mehanism of forming a
blak hole from a ollapsing uid ψ endowed with spin degrees of freedom.
4 The lassial path integral
Not only quantum mehanis, but also lassial mehanis an be treated through a path
integral formulation proposed by Gozzi [18℄, and developed in a long series of papers by
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Gozzi and his ollaborators (see [19, 20℄ and referenes therein). We now outline the basi
elements of this treatment.
The probaility amplitude of nding a lassial system at a phase spae point φaf =
(qaf , p
a
f) at time tf = T if it was at φ
a
i = (q
a
i , p
a
i ) at time ti = 0 is given by
K(φaf , T |φai , 0) =
∫
[Dφ] δ [φa − φacl (T ;φi, 0)] . (34)
Here, φacl is the solution to the lassial equation of motion φ˙
a = ωab∂bH , with ω
ab
being
a sympleti matrix, and H the Hamiltonian of this system. The symbol [Dφ] indiates
that the integration is over the all phase spae paths with xed end points φi and φf .
Sine
δ(φ− φcl) = δ
(
φ˙a − ωab∂bH
)
det (δab∂t − ωac∂c∂bH) , (35)
one may further take the Fourier transform of the Dira delta and exponentiate the
determinant using an even Grassmannian variable λa and odd variables c
a
and c¯a to yield
K(φf , T |φi, 0) =
∫
[Dφ]DλDcDc¯ exp
(
i
∫ T
0
dt L˜
)
. (36)
where
L˜ = λaφ˙a + ic¯ac˙a − λaωab∂bH − ic¯aωad∂d∂bHcb. (37)
If we dene two antiommuting partners of t, θ¯ and θ, and assemble the variables
φ, λ, c¯, c into a single ombination of supersymmetri phase spae oordinates
Q(t, θ, θ¯) = q(t) + θcq + θ¯c¯p + iθ¯θλp, (38)
P (t, θ, θ¯) = p(t) + θcp − θ¯c¯q − iθ¯θλq, (39)
then it is possible to rewrite (36) in a very ompat and elegant form [20℄:
K(Qf , T |Qi, 0) =
∫
[DQ]DP exp
[
i
∫ T
0
idt dθ dθ¯ L(Q,P )
]
, (40)
where L is the usual Lagrangian of this system L(q, p) = pq˙ − H(q, p). Equation (40)
bears the formal similarity to the quantum path integral
K(qf , T |qi, 0) =
∫
[Dq]Dp exp
[
i
~
∫ T
0
dt L(q, p)
]
. (41)
In fat, (40) derives from (41) by replaing the phase spae oordinates q, p with the super
phase spae oordinates Q,P and extending the integration over t to an integration over
the supertime (t, θ, θ¯), multiplied by ~.
Turning bak to our main subjet, onsider a gravitating perfet uid in a Shwarzshild
bakground, whih arranges itself into a ollapsing ball. The anonial theory of lassial
perfet uids, in Eulerian and Lagrangian formulations, is well studied (a review an be
found in [21℄). It is then desirable to extend this theory to urved spaetimes, onstrut
its supersymmetri version by substituting the phase spae for the super phase spae,
as shown in (38)(39), and write the lassial path integral (40). If we would sueed in
working out this integral, then we would read from the resulting expression a self-denial of
the lassial physis at some point. Notie that the supersymmetry struture of equation
(40) is automatially broken at this point.
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5 Conlusion
Let us summarize the results of our disussion.
The blak hole formation bears some resemblane to a phase transition. The approah
to the blak-hole state ours fairly quikly. The energy ontent of the system in an initial
state diers signiantly from that after the hole has formed. This transition entails a
profound symmetry rearrangement: by the no hair theorems, all initial symmetries and
their assoiated onserved quantities, exept for M , J , and Q, disappear in the ultimate
blak-hole state.
The entral idea of this paper is that forming the blak hole horizon implies a transition
between the lassial and quantum regimes of evolution.
When the essentials of lassial theory is ompared with those of quantum theory, it
transpires that spontaneous reations and annihilations of partile-antipartile pairs are
impossible in the lassial world, but possible in the quantum world. Furthermore, it is
suient to hange the overall sign of the spaetime signature in the lassial desription
of eld propagation for it to be treated as the quantum desription of eld propagation.
This leads us to onsider the blak hole horizon as a sharply dened boundary whih
demarates the lassial and the quantum.
The feasibility of the lassial regime of evolution is another way of stating that the
system enjoys the property of supersymmetry. To desribe a self-gravitating objet at the
last stage of its lassial evolution, just before its shrinking down to below the horizon, we
proposed to invoke the FoldyWouthuysen representation of the Dira equation in urved
spaetimes, and/or the Gozzi lassial path integral tehnique. In both desriptions,
maintaining the dynamis in the lassial regime is ontrolled by supersymmetry. If
we would sueed in integrating the FoldyWouthuysen dynamis for a ollapsing wave
paket ψ (say, in the Shwarzshild bakground), or, alternatively, in alulating the
Gozzi path integral for a gravitationally ollapsing perfet uid, we would establish a
point where a self-destrution of this lassial mahinery ours. The supersymmetry
strutures undergoes a breakdown at this point.
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